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Abstract 

Fiber networks are ubiquitous and are seen in both industrial materials 

(paper and nonwovens) and biological materials (plant cells and 

animal tissues). Nature intricately manipulates these network 

structures by varying their density, aggregation, and fiber orientation 

to create a variety of functionalities.  

In conventional papermaking, fibrous materials are dispersed in water 

to form a sheet of a highly oriented two-dimensional (2D) network. In 

such a structure, the in-plane mechanical and transport properties are 

very different from those in the out-of-plane direction. A three-

dimensional (3D) network, however, may offer unique properties not 

seen in conventional paper products.  

Foam, i.e., a dispersed system of gas and liquid, is widely used as the 

suspending medium in different industries. Recently, foam forming 

was studied extensively to develop the understanding of foam-fiber 

interactions in order to find potential applications of this technology in 

papermaking.  

In this thesis, a method for producing low-density, 3D fiber networks 

by utilizing foam forming is investigated and the structures and 

mechanical properties of such networks are studied. Micro-computed 

tomography is used to capture the 3D structure of the network and 

subsequently to reproduce artificial networks. The finite element 

method is utilized to model the compression behavior of both the 

reproduced physical network and the artificial networks in order to 

understand how the geometry and constitutive elements of the foam-

formed network affect its bulk mechanical properties. Additionally, a 

method was studied in order to quantify the orientation behavior of 

particles in a laminar Newtonian flow based on the key parameters of 

the flow which control the orientation.  

The resulting foam-formed structures were extremely bulky. Yet 

despite this high bulk, the fiber networks retained good structural 

integrity. The compression behavior in the thickness direction was 

characterized by extreme compressibility and high strain recovery 

after compression. The results from the modeling showed that the 
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finite-deformation mechanical response of the fiber network in 

compression was satisfactorily captured by the simulation. However, 

the artificial network shows higher stiffness than the simulated 

physical network and the experiment. This discrepancy in stiffness 

was attributed to macroscopic structural non-uniformities in the 

physical network, which result in increased local compliance. It was 

also found that the friction between the fibers, as well as the fiber 

curvature, had a negligible impact on the compression response of the 

fiber network, while defects (in the form of kinks) had an effect on the 

response in the last stages of compression. The study of the orientation 

behavior of particles at different flow velocities, particle sizes, and 

channel geometries suggests that it might be possible to utilize the flow 

shear rate as a means to quantify the orientation behavior. 
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Summary in Swedish 

Fibernätverk kan man hitta både i industriella applikationer (tex papper, 

sanitetsartiklar etc) men också i naturen i biologiska material (växtceller, 

muskelvävnad etc.) där naturen genom att den varierat bl.a. densitet och 

fiberorientering kunnat skapa ett antal olika funktioner. 

I konventionell pappersproduktion används en dispersion av fibrer och 

vatten som sprutas på en vira, avvattnas och torkas och därmed ger upphov 

till ett orienterat  

två – dimensionellt nätverk. I ett sådant nätverk så skiljer sig egenskaperna i 

planet från de ut ur planet.  

Ett tre – dimensionellt närverk nätverk kan dock uppvisa egenskaper som 

man inte ser i konventionella pappersprodukter. 

Skum dvs ett system av gas och vätska används ofta i industriella 

sammanhang som suspensionsmedel. På senare tid så har skumformning 

studerats för att få förståelse för hur tex fibrer och skum interagerar. Detta för 

att finna möjliga applikationer för denna teknik vad gäller 

pappersproduktion. 

I denna avhandling så studeras bl.a. en metod för att producera tre – 

dimensionella fibernätverk med låg densitet genom att använda 

skumformningsteknik. Vidare studeras strukturen och de mekaniska 

egenskaperna hos dessa nätverk. Röntgentomografi användes för att studera 

den tre – dimensionella uppbyggnaden av nätverket. Med bildbehandling var 

det möjligt att beräkna ett antal statistiska parametrar som sedan användes 

för att skapa artificiella nätverk. Den Finita Element (FE) – metoden användes 

sedan på dessa nätverk för att genom parameterstudier få förståelse för hur 

tex de ingående elementens (fibrernas) egenskaper påverkar strukturens 

mekaniska egenskaper. 

Vidare så gjordes ett försök att kvantifiera hur en fiber orienterar sig i en 

Newtonsk vätska och i ett laminärt flöde, i termer av de parametrar som kan 

antas påverka orienteringen. 

Allmänt kan sägas att de fibernätverk som studerades hade extremt låg 

densitet men utgjorde ändå en struktur i mekanisk mening.  När nätverket 

belastades i kompression så kunde man konstatera att styvheten var extremt 

låg samt att återhämtningen vid avlastning var stor. Resultaten från de 

numeriska studierna visade att uppförandet vid kompression kunde 

förutsägas tillfredsställande. Dock, med avseende på styvhet så visade de 

numeriska resultaten baserade på de artificiella nätverken en högre styvhet 
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än vad de experimentella resultaten angav. Denna skillnad kan bero på att 

den verkliga strukturen uppvisar variationer på makroskopisk nivå som inte 

kan återges i den artificiella strukturen. Baserat på de numeriska analyserna 

att friktionen mellan fibrerna samt fibrernas krökning hade försumbar 

inverkan på egenskaperna vid kompression medan defekter i form av veck 

på fibrerna, i hög grad påverkar det mekaniska svaret i slutet på 

kompressionen. Den numeriska simuleringen av hur en fiber orienterar sig 

vid olika flödeshastigheter, olika fiberstorlekar och vid olika geometriska 

dimensioner på den kanal där flödet sker, antyder att det är möjligt att 

använda skjuvhastigheten för att ange hur en fiber orienterar sig.  
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Network structures have an irrefutable role in nature with a variety of 

strength- and transport-functionalities depending on how the network 

constituents are interacting. Mankind has probably always wanted to mimic 

Mother Nature in order to make better tools for use in everyday life. Paper is 

one of the oldest manmade network structures with exceptional mechanical 

properties in the plane of the paper. Compared to paper’s long history, it is a 

relatively new idea to expand paper into its third dimension in order to 

achieve new functionalities.  

In this thesis the possibility of producing low-density, three-dimensional fiber 

network structures using a foam-forming method was investigated. The 

mechanical properties of the produced structures were studied 

experimentally and numerically. In the last part a possible way of quantifying 

the orientation behavior of particles in laminar Newtonian fluids was studied.  

1.1 Physics of foam 
Foam is a dispersed system of gas bubbles separated by liquid film. 

Depending on the liquid content, the foam may called wet or dry foam. Dry 

foam has polyhedral cells, whereas by increasing the liquid content, the 

bubbles get a more spherical shape. A foam is stable if there exists a balance 

between the pressure difference across the gas-liquid interface and the force 

of surface tension acting on the interface. Foam structure consists of bubbles 

separated by lamellas (or faces); the conjunction of lamellas creates narrow 

channels, called plateau borders (Figure 1). The foam structure is continually 

changing as liquid drains through the continuous network of plateau borders 

and/or the coarsening process. In wet foam, both phenomena may take place 

simultaneously. The foam’s life ends when the bubbles collapse as a result of 

a film rupture [1, 2].  
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Figure 1 Elements of foam structure observed with light microscope. 

1.2 Utilization of the foam in papermaking 
Aqueous foam is an excellent carrier medium that is extensively used in the 

food, nonwovens, and chemical industries. Foam was introduced to the paper 

industry in the mid-1960s [3]. In the foam-forming process, fibers are 

dispersed in an aqueous foam of 60-70% air content [4]. Initially foam forming 

was utilized to improve the formation and softness of paper sheets made from 

long, fine fibers at higher consistencies [3, 5]. Efforts have also been made to 

produce 3D fiber network structures. Such ambition to produce 3D fiber 

networks (3DFN) originated from the fact that the foam is pseudoplastic [6] 

in nature, i.e., it has a high viscosity at low shear rates and a low viscosity at 

high shear rates. As a result, the orientation introduced to the fibers of a foam 

suspension in, for example, a vigorous mixing operation (in which the 

orientation is expected to be spatially random), could be preserved as the 

shear is removed. However, the inherent tendency of fibers to lie down on the 

plane of forming wire caused the foam-formed sheets to be “every bit layered 

as the conventional” [3]. It was found, however, that the foam-forming 

method increased the bulk of the sheets [3, 7].  

Foam-forming has never been a major production method in the paper 

industry, although it is used in the production of other fibrous materials, e.g., 

nonwovens. In the paper industry, however, the global decline of the 

production of a number of paper grades has increased the demands for more 

resource-efficient production methods and possibly a shift to other fiber 

products. This is why foam-forming has been reconsidered recently as a 

potential production method that may offer the possibility of utilizing higher 

consistencies with dramatically reduced water consumption (foam is mostly 
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air!), which means much lower energy is needed for drying. In addition, 

different qualities of pulp furnish might be utilized in foam-forming.  

Recently, foam-forming was studied extensively to develop an understanding 

of foam-fiber interactions [8-12] and also to find potential applications for this 

technology in papermaking [4, 13, 14] as well as other specialty products, e.g., 

filters and insulators [15, 16].  

1.3 Fiber networks  
Fiber network structure is ubiquitous, as it is seen in both industrial materials 

(paper and nonwovens) and in biological materials (plant cells and animal 

tissues). Nature intricately manipulates network structures by varying 

density, aggregation, fiber orientation, etc. to create a variety of 

functionalities. Figure 2 represents a simple illustration of 2D and 3D fiber 

networks. Highly oriented fibers may create a 2D, planar structure (Figure 2a 

and b), while spatially random oriented fibers may create a 3D structure 

(Figure 2c and d). Fiber networks are hierarchal structures consisting of one 

or more levels of mesoscale structures. The constituent fibers and the fiber-

fiber bonds in a fiber network might be rigid, semi-flexible or flexible. Other 

fiber networks may not acquire fiber bonds; instead, structural integrity is 

developed by the entanglement of the fibers.  

 

 
Figure 2 Different network structures that are made by varying fiber orientation and/or network 

connectivity: a) 2D structure with in-plane fiber orientation; b) 2D bulky structure with fiber orientation 

very close to the planar direction; c) high-bulk 3D fiber network with low network connectivity; d) dense 

3D fiber network. 

 

1.3.1 Fiber network mechanics  

The mechanical properties of network structures have been studied 

theoretically, experimentally, and numerically. Gibson and Ashby [17] related 

the linear elastic properties of ordered, low-density, cellular structures of both 

open and closed cells to the mechanical properties of a single cell wall. The 

mechanics of fiber networks, in which the notion of a cell cannot be readily 

established, are described by the characteristic length, orientation distribution, 

and mechanical properties of the constituent elements and the bulk density of 

the network assemblies [18-21].  
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Fiber network mechanics exhibit a complexity originating from the 

orientation distribution and the hierarchal length scales of the network 

elements, all of which are essential in the prediction of bulk properties. In 

addition, in low-density materials, the elastic, small-strain response alone is 

often not very relevant, and the non-linear, large strain behavior is associated 

with complex mechanics on the micro scale. As a result, computational 

approaches have been developed to model and subsequently investigate the 

mechanics of network structures. Conventionally, a random network 

approach has been used in the modeling of network assemblies [22-24]. 

However, recent studies have considered the utilization of geometrical 

statistical data extracted from real networks to regenerate similar artificial 

networks [25, 26].  

Extensive numerical studies have been performed on 2D fiber networks and 

cellular structures. It is generally more challenging to simulate 3D discrete 

materials like fiber networks; however, interest in such studies has increased 

recently as advanced computing resources have become cheaper and more 

versatile. For instance, the compressive response of sintered metallic fiber 

structures was studied by utilizing a micro-computed tomography (µCT) 

technique for capturing structure and adopting the finite element method 

(FEM) [27]. The tensile behavior of a sintered ceramic fiber network was 

simulated using the FEM and a random approach for network generation [28]. 

The mechanics of a 3D random network assembly made of continuous non-

bonded filaments were simulated utilizing the discrete element method (DEM) 

[29]. The mechanics of 3D cross-linked biopolymers under tensile and 

shearing loads were simulated utilizing FEM [25]. It has been found that the 

average mechanical response of a network is very sensitive to the size of the 

model and the number of samples, whereas the mesh density has a minor 

impact. Moreover, at low densities the behavior of a network is controlled by 

bending, while at higher densities axial deformations are dominant. The 

impact of friction was found to be of minor importance regarding the shape 

of the stress-strain curve.  

 

1.3.2 Characterization of fiber network structure 

Different techniques have been utilized to characterize network geometries, 

i.e., light microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for surface 

imaging, slice-based methods (e.g., confocal laser scanning microscopy) and 

µCT for volume imaging [30]. Among these methods, µCT has received 

extensive acceptance in the field of paper-related research owing to the high-

resolution volumetric data obtained when combined with advanced image 
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analysis techniques [31, 32]. In the µCT technique, a stack of 2D x-ray 

absorption images are captured from a rotating object. The series of images is 

mathematically reconstructed to create a 3D digital image of the scanned 

object [33]. Principles of the µCT technique are illustrated in Figure 3.  

Various free of charge and commercial image analysis software packages 

have been developed for the purpose of reconstructing 3D structures from 2D 

x-ray images. Avizo® (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) is a commercial 3D 

material characterization software that is suitable for both visualization and 

analysis of a materials [34].  

 

 
Figure 3 Principles of x-ray micro-computed tomography technique [33]. 

1.4 Orientation behavior of particles in flowing suspensions 
The orientation of particles carried by suspending fluids is the core of several 

processes, including papermaking. The mechanical properties of a paper 

product are determined by the retained orientation pattern in the final stage 

of papermaking. Similar to water-formed paper, a foam-formed fiber network 

structure is affected by the foam-fiber interaction during the foaming and 

subsequent forming processes. Accordingly, the determination of orientation 

behavior and its impact on a suspension’s characteristics has been the subject 

of extensive research.  

The problem concerning the motion of a single ellipsoidal particle under 

simple shear in a Newtonian viscous fluid was solved by Jeffery [35]. In his 

treatment, he assumed the no-slip boundary condition and neglected the 

inertial effects (flow Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒 ) << 1). He concluded that the 

orientation behavior relates to the initial particle orientation state and is 

controlled by the velocity gradient in the suspension. He showed that the 

motion of the ellipsoid is periodic around the vorticity axis through the center 

of mass of the ellipsoid. His predictions were verified experimentally for 

single spherical and cylindrical particles [36].  
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Various experimental studies have investigated the orientation behavior of 

different particle geometries in Newtonian fluids under confined flow 

conditions. Single rigid rods in Poiseuille flow with particle Reynolds number 

(𝑅𝑒𝑝) < 10-6 retain their radial positions and orientation, whereas at 𝑅𝑒𝑝 >10-3, 

a more planar orientation was attained and a drift toward an equilibrium 

radial position at about half the tube radius was observed [37]. The orientation 

of single cylindrical particles suspended in Newtonian fluids undergoing 

Couette flow was reported to drift steadily into planar orientation at values of 

𝑅𝑒𝑝  > 10-2. Single cylinders, when sheared at values of 𝑅𝑒𝑝  < 10-3, did not 

exhibit significant changes in orientation [38]. Other studies have shown that 

the average orientation angle with respect to the flow direction reduces by the 

increase of the flow Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒) within the laminar range [39].  

Numerical studies of fluid systems containing particles have been practiced 

for decades. The migration of neutrally buoyant round particles in Newtonian 

fluids at moderate 𝑅𝑒𝑝  of 2D Couette and Poiseuille flows was simulated 

using FEM. The particles take an equilibrium lateral position as a function of 

𝑅𝑒𝑝  [40]. A modified lattice-Boltzmann method was developed for the 

simulation of particle flows. The method was verified by the simulation of the 

rotation of a close to neutrally buoyant ellipsoid in a Couette flow and during 

the sedimentation in a long channel both in 2D and 3D domains for a wide 

range of 𝑅𝑒𝑝 [41].   

 

1.4.1 Jeffery’s orientation model in a simple shear flow 

Jeffery solved the problem of the motion of a single ellipsoidal particle 

undergoing simple shear in a Newtonian viscous fluid. Under conditions of a 

no-slip boundary and neglected inertial effects, he showed that the motion of 

an ellipsoid is periodic around the polar axis of the center of mass of a particle, 

where the ends of the ellipsoid sweep a pair of spherical elliptical orbits in 

space. The motion of the spheroid is described by:   

tan𝜑 = 𝑟𝑝 tan (
2𝜋𝑡

𝑇
+ 𝜑0) (1) 

tan 𝜃 =
𝐶𝑟𝑝

(𝑟𝑝
2𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜑 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛2𝜑)

1 2⁄
 (2) 

where 𝑟𝑝  is the particle aspect ratio, 𝐶 is the orbit constant, and 𝜑 and 𝜃 are 

defined in Figure 4. The period of rotation of the particle (𝑇) is given by:  

𝑇 =
2𝜋

𝛾
(𝑟𝑝 + 𝑟𝑝

−1)      (3) 

in which 𝛾 is the shear rate. The spatial orbits are characterized by the orbit 

constant. With a known 𝐶, 𝜃 is uniquely defined by 𝜑 [36]. At the limit 𝐶 → 0, 
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the particle alignment is toward the polar axis (Z in Figure 4) and as 𝐶 → ∞, 

the particle rotates within the XY plane. Bretherton [42] showed that Jeffery’s 

theory is applicable to any bodies of revolution, provided that the equivalent 

aspect ratio (𝑟𝑒) is utilized instead of the geometrical aspect ratio of the body. 

The equivalent aspect ratio should be determined experimentally from the 

period of rotation [43]. However, semi-empirical relations exist for the 

estimation of 𝑟𝑒  [44, 45]. 

 

 
Figure 4 Jeffery’s ellipsoid model with the orientation pair angles (𝜑 and 𝜃) in the spherical coordinate 

system. 

 

Under the assumptions of Jeffery’s theory, a particle may continue to rotate in 

the same orbit indefinitely. However, small deviations from the conditions 

stated by the theory may lead to a change in the orbit constant distribution. 

Inertial and Brownian effects, interactions between particles, and non-

Newtonian behaviors of suspensions are the main sources for the drift of 

particles’ orbits within a suspension [46].  

1.5 Simulation methods 
There exist various free and paid FEM software packages for solving partial 

differential equations. The LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology 

Corporation, USA) is a commercial general-purpose finite element program 

capable of simulating complex problems that is used by various sectors, e.g., 

automobile, aerospace, construction, and bioengineering industries. It is 

capable of performing highly nonlinear, transient dynamic finite element 

analyses using both shared and distributed memory. Nonlinearity can be 
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caused by either changing boundary conditions, large deformations, or 

nonlinear material properties or a combination of such conditions. The 

transient dynamic effects can have their origin in high-speed and short-

duration events where inertial forces are important. Depending on the 

problem under consideration, both explicit and implicit time integration 

schemes can be utilized [47].  

1.6 Scope 
In this thesis a method for producing a 3D fiber network by utilizing foam 

forming is investigated and the structural and mechanical properties of such 

networks are studied (Paper I); the mechanical behavior of the 3D fiber 

networks is modeled in the case of compression to understand the observed 

features of the response and relate them to the micromechanical behavior of 

the network’s constituents (Paper II and III); and the orientation behavior of 

rod-like particles in a flow between two bounding walls in a range of fluid 

Reynolds number is simulated using the finite element method (Paper IV).  
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2 Materials and Methods 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 Preparation of 3D fiber network 
The foam-forming method was utilized to create 3DFN structures. As a pulp 

sample, a refined thermo-mechanical reject pulp (TMP-reject) was obtained 

from Ortviken paper mill (Sundsvall, Sweden). Table 1 summarizes the 

properties of the pulp sample. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) with 98.5% 

purity from Sigma Aldrich was used as the foaming agent. All foam batches 

were prepared with approximately 65% air content where the percentage of 

air content was determined from the ratio of the suspension volume and final 

foam volume. The SDS concentration was set at 0.4 g per liter of water.  

 
Table 1 Physical properties of the refined TMP-reject fibers utilized in this study 

Property Unit Quantity Source 

Arithmetic average fiber length mm 0.98 FiberLab Measurement 

Arithmetic average fiber width m 29 FiberLab Measurement 

Fiber Coarseness mg/m 0.19 FiberLab Measurement 

Fines content % 15 FiberLab Measurement 

Freeness ml ~150 Reported from the mill 

 

The foam was generated from the fiber suspension of 0.5% fiber consistency 

with SDS by means of a home-made mixer. To create a 3D-oriented fiber 

network in the foam, vigorous turbulent flow is needed. However, by 

increasing the air content of the foam to about 65%, the viscosity of the foamed 

fiber suspension increases significantly [6] and thus the turbulence of the 

mixing flow decreases. To avoid this, a mixing container was designed to 

provide sufficient turbulence even in the highly viscous foam. The basic 

design was motivated by earlier work [10]. However, the baffles were 

replaced with a large number of needles positioned in circumferential 

direction all around the container wall (Figure 5). As compared with 

conventional baffles of the same container size, the new baffle system 

provides a larger surface area (up to three times), which contributes to the 

creation of more turbulent flow.  
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Figure 5 a) A typical baffle system; b) Modified baffle system. 

 

To create foam, a motor with adjustable rotational speed was utilized. The 

mixing was carried out at rotational speeds between 500 rpm and 2000 rpm. 

A home-made foam applicator was utilized for sheet-making. By means of a 

piston, the foam was transferred to a wire traveling at a low speed (~ 0.1 m/s). 

The water drainage and foam collapse have to be controlled in order to 

minimize the in-plane fiber orientation. This may be done by controlled slow 

drying of the foam. In the foam, water drainage takes place under gravity 

through plateau borders. This is also where fibers are contained. In plateau 

borders, mobility of fibers is limited and fibers would maintain their 

orientations until the bubbles collapse at the last stage of drying. The oven 

drying was started one hour after sheet forming. The drying was done 

without restraints at a moderate temperature of 70oC for at least three hours. 

Figure 6 schematically shows the foam-forming procedure.  

For comparison, some reference handsheets were made using a Rapid-Köthen 

sheet-forming machine, in which the handsheets were formed by applying a 

vacuum with a suction rate of approximately 0.1 l/s. The vacuum at drying 

was approximately 6 kPa. Some of the handsheets were prepared from a 

water-suspended pulp (RKWF) and the rest of the handsheets were made 

from a foam-suspended pulp (RKFF). The fiber consistency for the sheets 

made by Rapid-Köthen was 0.3%. The target grammage for all 3DFN and 

handsheet samples was 60 g/m2. 
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Figure 6 Schematic representation of foam-forming procedure. 

  

2.1.1 Structural and mechanical characterizations 

The orientation distribution of fiber angles within the network was evaluated 

by measuring the angles of over 650 fibers from SEM images. The spatial fiber 

orientation is determined by a pair of angles (𝜃, 𝜑), which is defined in [48]. 

Consider a fiber intersecting two parallel planes where the fiber is cut through 

by each plane (Figure 7). The pair angles of fiber are calculated based on the 

in-plane projection of the fiber, √𝛿𝑥2 + 𝛿𝑦2 , and the distance between two 

intersecting planes, 𝛿𝑧, by 𝜃 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛
√𝛿𝑥2+𝛿𝑦2

𝛿𝑧
 and 𝜑 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛

𝛿𝑥

𝛿𝑦
.   

 

 
Figure 7 Schematic representation of the fiber orientation with pair of angles (𝜃, 𝜑), redrawn after [48]. 
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Mechanical properties of handsheets and the 3DFN were measured by using 

an MTS 4/ML testing device. In-plane tensile properties were measured for all 

samples. Moreover, the compression response of the 3DFN in the thickness 

direction was determined. Handsheets were prepared and tested according 

to the standard ISO 1924-3. The 3DFN was tested according to the standard 

ISO 12625-1, but due to the soft and very thick structure of the 3DFN, we 

constructed new grips for tensile measurements.  

The deformation of the 3DFN under compression was studied by means of 

microscopic observation and by the digital image correlation (DIC) technique. 

SEM was utilized to measure the cross-section geometries of the fibers within 

the network. The dimensions of over 250 fiber cross-sections were extracted 

from SEM images (Figure 8a). The spatial orientation of each fiber was 

evaluated. The cross-section of each fiber was identified (Figure 8b) and was 

projected onto the radial-circumferential plane of the fiber (Figure 8c), 

utilizing the corresponding pairs of angles of the fiber orientation. The 

average height ℎ𝑖 , width 𝑤𝑖 , and cell wall thickness 𝑡𝑖  of the transformed 

cross-sections of fiber i were approximated by the corresponding dimensions 

of a hollow rectangle. The ensemble average computed to ℎ = 17.2 µm, 𝑤 =

35.5 µm, and 𝑡 = 3.4 µm. The criteria for the fitted rectangle dimensions were 

that the resulting rectangles had identical areas and area moments of inertia 

with their corresponding fiber cross-sections [49] (Figure 8d).  

 

 
Figure 8 Analysis of SEM images to estimate the dimensions of fiber cross-sections. 
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2.2 Numerical analyses  

 

2.2.1 Network preparation 

The structure of 3DFN was studied by means of the µCT technique. In the 

µCT technique, a stack of two-dimensional images are captured from a 

rotating sample [50]. We used a ZEISS XRadia 520 X-ray microscope to scan a 

cube of 3DFN of side length 15 mm, with a voxel size of 8 µm. For the 

preparation of the images, we used the MATLAB image processing toolbox 

for initial segmentation and binarization, and then further processed the 

binarized images in Avizo software (R8.0, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) to 

reconstruct a skeletonized 3D structure. The skeletonized structure was then 

converted to a geometrical spatial graph that was used for generation of 

artificial networks.  

This skeletonization included many artefacts of the voxel-based format and 

noise of the µCT image acquisition. Consequently, the skeletonized physical 

network (SPN) was modified into a reduced physical network (RPN) suitable 

for numerical simulation of the compression behavior. By using a fitting 

procedure to the geometrical graph data, it was possible to identify nine 

independent statistical parameters needed for the regeneration of artificial 

networks with the observed statistics. The modification procedure could be 

summarized as: dangling ends are eliminated; pairs of incident filaments to a 

node of valency 1 of two are merged into a single filament; filaments that 

connect a node to itself are deleted; all pairs of filaments that connect between 

the same two nodes are merged into a single filament; all nodes connected by 

a filament shorter than ℓ𝑏  are merged at the mid-point of this eliminated 

filament, where ℓ𝑏 = √𝑤2 + ℎ2. 

 

1 Valency is defined as the number of filaments intersect at a node. 
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Figure 9 a) Part of a raw µCT image; b) Equivalent binarized image using MATLAB; c) Part of 3D-

rendered fiber network from µCT images; d) a skeletonized representation of the same structure 

generated with Avizo. 

 

The nodes of the RPN produced by this algorithm have a minimum valency 

of three. Figure 10 shows an overlay of the SPN and the RPN, where the RPN 

is distinguished by its straight filaments and the absence of dangling ends and 

reentrant structures. 
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Figure 10 Overlay of isometric projections of a small SPN and the corresponding RPN, the latter with 

straight filaments between nodes of valency three or higher. 

 

The Euclidean graph generation (EGG) algorithm, which employs simulated 

annealing [14], was utilized to create artificial networks (ANs). Five statistical 

realizations of ANs were generated with 2,000, 5,000, and 9,000 nodes in a 

periodic cubic domain of side length of 5.44, 7.38, and 8.97 mm, respectively. 

The effect of network size, as well as different fiber characteristics on the 

simulation response, were studied utilizing these networks. The experimental 

results and the simulation result of the RPN were compared with the 

corresponding results from the simulations of five modified 5,000- and 40,000- 

node ANs with respective side lengths of 6.61 mm and 13.22 mm. The 40,000 

nodes networks were made of eight copies of each modified 5,000-node AN 

placed in a tiled 2×2×2 configuration. Table 2 summarizes the properties of the 

artificial networks studied in this work.  
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Table 2 Properties of the artificial networks 

Network Network Side length 

[mm] 

Number of elements Mesh density* 

AN1 5.44 4782 1.51 

AN2 7.38 12049 1.51 

AN3 8.97 22372 1.48 

AN4 6.61 12416 1.46 

AN5 13.21 99928 1.46 

* Number of beam elements per average filament length. 

 

2.2.2 Simulation of compression behavior 

Numerical simulations were performed to study the compression behavior of 

the fiber networks using the implicit time integration finite element code LS-

DYNA. In the compression test simulation, the sample was placed between 

parallel solid surfaces and the displacement was exerted through movement 

of the upper surface downwards (in the negative Z-direction). A 2-node 

Belytschko-Schwer tubular beam with cross-section integration [51] with six 

degrees of freedom (DOF) was used to represent constituent filaments of the 

3D network. The filament–filament bonds were captured by the nodal 

connectivity and thus were assumed to be rigid. The beams were assumed to 

be hollow cylinders. Two material models were studied, i.e., a linear elastic 

material (EM) and a bilinear isotropic hardening plasticity material (PM) 

model, with their properties compiled in Table 3. The inner contact between 

the beams was resolved using a non-consistent penalty-based beam-to-beam 

contact formulation [52] in which the contact surface is assumed to be formed 

by a cylinder around the centerline of the beam. The contact between the 

beams and the rigid plates is resolved using penalty-based node-to-surface 

contact. The use of an implicit time integration algorithm was found to be 

significantly more advantageous because of the large stiffness-to-mass ratio 

of the beam elements. 

 

 
Table 3 Mechanical properties of beam elements. 

Material 

model 

Elastic 

modulus [GPa] 

Yield stress 

[MPa] 

Tangent 

modulus [GPa] 

Poisson ratio  Density 

[kg/m3] 

EM 30 - - 0.4 1300 

PM 30 100 3 0.4 1300 
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The networks were subjected to boundary conditions (BCs) designed to 

replicate the conditions of the experimental compression tests. Two BCs were 

considered for the lateral boundary nodes, i.e., periodic boundary condition 

(PBC), and no constraints were considered on the lateral boundary nodes 

(NPBC). PBC was not used for the Z-direction since it makes the system 

insufficiently constrained against rigid-body motion. Instead, the Z-direction 

boundary nodes were only allowed to translate in the Z-direction and were 

constrained in other directions, i.e., displacement constraints in X- and Y-

direction. A static friction coefficient of 0.25 was applied between the fiber 

network and the solid surfaces. As the boundary nodes in contact with the 

solid surfaces are constrained in the XY plane, the friction is only effective for 

the new contacts as the result of densification. A displacement constraint in 

only the normal direction was applied to the boundary nodes of the X- and Y-

directed boundary surfaces of the RPN. In each simulation, the RPN or AN 

was compressed to 20% of its initial thickness. 

 

2.2.3 Simulation of the orientation behavior of a rod-like particle in 

sheared flows 

The flow of a single particle in a fluid system is simulated using an Arbitrary 

Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) algorithm [53]. The ALE algorithm retains the 

advantages of Lagrangian and Eulerian methods while minimizing the 

disadvantages. For the simulation, the implicit time integration finite element 

code LS-DYNA is used. In LS-DYNA [54], the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) 

could be treated by using a partitioned method, i.e., the fluid and solid 

equations are solved separately utilizing incompressible fluid solver and 

mechanical solver, respectively. For a strongly coupled FSI, it is required that 

both fluid and solid variables converge at the interface. In LS-DYNA, the fluid 

solver uses an automatic volume mesher to create tetrahedral (in 3D) and 

triangular (in 2D) elements, based on the element size of the surface mesh.  

Here, the orientation of a neutrally buoyant single particle in parallel wall-

bounded flow in Newtonian fluids was simulated in a 2D domain. The 

domain is a channel with a particle placed vertically in the horizontal 

centerline of the channel in the inflow side (Figure 11). The mesh density in 

half of the simulations was, on average, 54 triangular elements per unit area 

of the domain and 95 in the other half.  
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Figure 11 Details of the simulation domain. 

 

Different simulations were performed with inlet flow velocities from 0.05 to 

4.5. The pressure at the outflow was set to zero. Nonslip conditions were 

applied to the walls, as well as on the surface of the particle. Fluid systems 

with densities between 1 and 100 and dynamic viscosities between 0.005 and 

2 were simulated. Different particle sizes were adopted. In each system, the 

particle was assumed to have identical density to that of surrounding fluid. 

The particle was assumed to be rigid, i.e., the deformation and bending 

caused by the flow is negligible. The flow confinement (), i.e., the ratio 

between fiber length and channel width, was 0.06 ≤  ≤ 0.25, which is under 

the critical value; above that, the flow confinement effect becomes significant 

[55]. A summary of the studied systems is presented in Table 4.  
 

Table 4 Properties of the fluid systems 

 Fluid Particle Channel 

ID 
Inflow 

velocity 
Density 

Dynamic  
viscosity 

Kinematic 
viscosity 

Length Aspect ratio W 

Sim-1 0.5 1 0.005 0.005 0.28 7 2.5 

Sim-2 1.5 1 0.005 0.005 0.28 7 2.5 

Sim-3 2 1 0.005 0.005 0.28 7 2.5 

Sim-4 1 50 0.5 0.01 0.40 8 1.6 

Sim-5 1 50 0.5 0.01 0.21 7 2.5 

Sim-6 1 50 0.5 0.01 0.15 7 2.5 

Sim-7 4 50 0.5 0.01 0.28 7 2.5 

Sim-8 0.05 100 1.5 0.015 0.20 8 1.6 

Sim-9 0.1 100 1.5 0.015 0.40 8 1.6 

Sim-10 1 50 0.5 0.01 0.40 8 3.2 

Sim-11 1 50 0.5 0.01 0.20 8 3.2 

Sim-12 4.5 1 2 2 0.20 8 3.2 
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3 Results and discussion  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1 Properties of 3DFN 
Figure 12a shows the cross-section of the 3DFN. The most obvious feature of 

the structure is the randomness of the fiber orientations. In Figure 12b, an SPN 

reconstructed by Avizo is shown. In Figure 12c, a thinner layer of the structure 

is selected to emphasize the presence of large pores. These pores may imply 

the incidence of giant foam bubbles in the foam suspension.  

Owing to the randomly oriented fibers, the 3DFN has a very high bulk (191 

cm3/g), close to 100 times higher than the reference handsheets. The impact of 

foam-forming on the bulk of the conventional papers was known for decades 

[3], with more than two times higher bulk for the case of free-dried foam-

formed paper [7]. Madani and coworkers [56] made foam-formed sheets by 

utilizing a low vacuum to filtrate the water out of the structure and afterward 

dried the samples unconstrained. They achieved a layered-structure that 

lacked the uniform distribution of fibers in the network, yet retained a high 

bulk (109 cm3/g). In this work, the modifications in the foaming process, which 

produced uniformly distributed and randomly oriented fibers in the foam 

state, together with gravity induced dewatering, and slow, unconstrained 

drying resulted in an exceptionally high bulk.  
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Figure 12 a) Cross-section of 3DFN; b) SPN; c) A 2D section of the SPN. 

 

The orientation distribution of fibers in the thickness direction of the 3DFN is 

compared with a commercial nonwoven sample (Figure 13). In the 3DFN, the 

peak angles are distributed in a broad range of orientation between 0 and 90 

degrees, confirming a relatively uniform distribution of the angles.  
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Figure 13 Normalized histogram showing the frequency of fiber angles in the thickness direction of a) 

3DFN and b) commercial hygiene pad. 

 

The 3DFN shows extremely low stiffness, and at a density (5 kg/m3) much 

lower than the percolation density of normal paper sheets (~150 kg/m3) it 

retains a significant finite stiffness. This condition is presented in Figure 14, 

which shows the tensile stiffness index (TSI) values for the 3DFN and the 

reference samples. The geometrical percolation 2  is the point at which the 

network is geometrically connected by the fibers. The critical number of 

contacts per fiber at percolation in 2D randomly oriented networks of slender 

fibers is 3.635 [57], and for the randomly-oriented 3D fiber networks it is 1.49 

[58]. It is interesting to note that the 3D fiber network requires much fewer 

fiber contacts per fiber to form a percolated structure. This also explains why 

the 3DFN still retains finite stiffness even at a very low density.  

 

2 Stiffness percolation is distinct from geometrical percolation where the former refers to the critical 

density at which the structure acquires stiffness, while the latter only shows the network connectivity.  
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Komori and Makishima [59] calculated the average number of contacts per 

fiber in a general fiber network, which is given by: 

�̅� =
2𝐷𝑓𝑁𝑙𝑓

2

𝑉
𝐼      (4) 

where 𝐼 is the orientation parameter, which is 2/𝜋 for a random 2D network 

and 𝜋/4 for a random 3D network, and N is the total number of fibers in the 

volume V. Based on Eq. 4 and fiber characteristics measured in this work 

(Table 1), we obtained the estimates of �̅�2𝐷 = 0.95  and �̅�3𝐷 = 1.17  at a 

network density of 5 kg/m3, i.e. the density of 3DFN. It is interesting to observe 

that the 3D fiber orientation creates more contacts per fiber than the 2D 

orientation case at the same apparent density. This gives an advantage to the 3D 

fiber network in terms of the integrity of the network in a low density range.  

 

 
Figure 14 Tensile stiffness index of 3DFN and normal handsheets. The Ref. TMP curve represents 

TMP furnish from the literature [60]. 

 

The compression behavior of the 3DFN under cyclic loads was studied. The 

compression curve of the as received sample (i.e., never compressed before) 

is plotted in Figure 15a, in which three typical deformation types, i.e., 

nonlinear elastic recovery, time-dependent recovery (indicated by arrows), 

and irreversible deformation could be identified. Repeating the cyclic 

compression on a previously compressed sample results in an almost similar 

response, which implies that the structures are stabilized after the first loading 

cycles (Figure 15b).  
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Figure 15 Cyclic compression response of a typical sample of 3DFN: a) Compression test arrows 

represent schematically the extent of deformation recovery a few minutes after removing the load (right 

arrow – red in color version) and after 24 hours (left arrow – green in color version); b) Compression 

test on the same sample in three successive days. 

3.2 Simulations of the compression behavior of the fiber 

networks 

3.2.1 Parameter studies on the artificial networks 

The PM was adopted as the material model for all the simulations unless 

otherwise stated. Initially the results from the study of the network size effect 

is presented. In Figure 16, the mean elastic moduli of the fiber networks (𝐸𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘) 

of different sizes are plotted at two conditions of PBC and NPBC. In this figure, 

the data points from the left correspond to AN1, AN2, and AN3. The error 

bars are the standard deviations of the mean values. For the case of NPBC, the 

mean 𝐸𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘  shows a continuous increase, whereas for the case of PBC, the 

mean 𝐸𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘  does not appreciably change from AN2 to AN3. For AN3, the 

mean 𝐸𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 of PBC and NPBC almost coincide. This suggests that, based on 

the elastic modulus only, AN3 is the optimum sample size with the minimum 
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size effect. In this work, however, in order to compromise between the 

computational costs and the precision, AN2 was selected as the representative 

network sample for the study of different fiber parameters, provided that PBC 

is applied.  

 

 
Figure 16 Elastic modulus as a function of model size and boundary condition. 

 

The stress-strain curves of the compression simulations of the network with 

contact between fibers (CBF) and the network without contact between fibers 

(NCBF) is presented in  

Figure 17. The deviation of the two curves at about 20% compression reveals 

the onset of contacts in CBF. Identical modulus of elasticity in NCBF and CBF, 

however, indicates that the network stiffness is solely a function of 

deformation of the fibers. By the progress of compression, strain stiffening is 
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taking place as a result of densification that is higher in CBF, obviously due 

to the newly established contacts. The plateau manifests the transition to 

bending-dominated mode. The last stage of the compression accompanies a 

sudden rise in the stress-strain curve, which happens earlier in CBF. The 

stiffening effect in NCBF curve arises due to contact with plate. It was not 

observed in the previous studies on periodic 2D closed foams [61, 62], in 

which no rigid plates were used but rather the prescribed boundary condition 

over the top and bottom sides were applied.  

 

 

Figure 17 Simulation of identical networks with and without contacts. 
 

In Figure 18, the result from compression simulations of defected networks is 

presented. To compare, the curves from Figure 17 were also included. 

Different numbers of kink defects were introduced in an identical fiber 

network. In our network model, the kinks were defined as the coincided 

couple of nodes along the length of a fiber that are coupled only in 

translational DOF, i.e., the coincided nodes are free to rotate independently. 

Due to practical issues, the NCBF fiber network was utilized for this 

experiment. The results could be interpreted from two aspects: first, in the 

initial stage of compression and in the plateau, almost no sign of presence of 

the kinks is reflected in the stress-strain curves; Second, even the very few 

number of kinks (with respect to the network size) has a visible impact on the 

mechanical response of the network, which is seen at the last stage of 

compression. It might be possible to extend the results to a CBF network 

where according to the increase of the number of kinks, the stress-strain 

curves represent earlier and more pronounced changes compared to the 
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NCBF network. This is because the contacts between the fibers will help in the 

earlier activation of the kinks. 

The effect of fiber curvature is studied next. In this study, the fibers are 

assumed to be circular arc segments with a known contour length. The 

reciprocal of the radius of such arcs is defined as the curvature of the fiber (), 

i.e., as  goes to zero, the fiber becomes straighter. Figure 19 represents the 

stress-strain curves of the simulation of an identical fiber network with 

different curvature values. As the graph shows, the curvature has an effect, 

yet does not suggest a trend. In tensile experiments of 2D artificial fiber 

networks of curved fibers [63], it was shown that the increase of fiber 

curvature delays the transition from bending to stretching mode. This may 

explain why curvature is relatively indifferent to the compression response, if 

one considers that the bending is the dominant mode of compression in low 

density networks [29].   

 

 
Figure 18 Compression simulation of defected networks. 
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Figure 19 Impact of fiber curvature on the compression response. 

 

The impact of friction on the compression response was tested by adopting 

different friction values to the fibers. The result is presented in Figure 20. The 

impact of friction on the stress-strain curves is not noticeable and is seen 

mostly as fluctuations of the curves. This observation is in agreement with 

previous findings of Subramanian and Picu [29] and Barbier et al [64]. This is 

probably because in a low density network the total contact area between the 

fibers is extremely small, which does not appreciably build up even at higher 

compression stages.  

The impact of load removal is studied at one cycle of compression-release of 

the simulated networks by utilizing EM and PM for the fiber materials. The 

effect is clearly seen as non-reversible phenomena, probably due to the 

rearrangement and entanglement of fibers, as well as permanent deformation 

of the fibers. The elastic network also developed a large irreversible 

deformation that is rather unexpected and requires further studies. 
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Figure 20 Simulation of compression behavior at various friction values. 

 

 

 

  
Figure 21 Cyclic compression of different fiber network. 

 

The dependence of the mechanical response under compression on the 

density of the network is studied by simulating 11 topographically identical 

ANs (AN4) with different densities. To vary the network densities, the 

dimensions of the filament cross-sections were changed using two approaches. 

In one approach (A-1), the coarseness of the cross-section was increased by 

simultaneously changing both outer (increase) and inner (decrease) diameters. 

In a second approach (A-2), the outer diameter of the cross-section kept 

constant and only the inner diameter changed. In Figure 22, relative elastic 
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moduli of these networks are plotted as functions of their relative densities in 

logarithmic scale. In this graph, the subscript ‘e’ refers to the properties of 

constituent beam elements that are obtained from Table 3. Fitting to the 

function of the form 𝐸𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝐸𝑒⁄ = 𝐶(𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 𝜌𝑒⁄ )𝑛 gives the exponents 𝑛𝐴−1 = 1.1 

and 𝑛𝐴−2 = 0.6. Gibson and Ashby [65] collected the scaling laws regarding 

the abovementioned equation for a variety of cellular solids including foams 

(rigid and flexible), wood, cancellous bone, and cork, where they reported a 

range from 1 to 3 for the exponent n. Only the A-1 method for varying the 

coarseness falls within this range. With A-2, however, the stiffness is less 

sensitive to the change of inner dimension, since the outer dimensions is kept 

constant. This fact is due to the bending-dominated nature of the 

deformations and thus the incremental addition of the material toward the 

center of the fibers keeping the diameter constant does not have a profound 

effect on the mechanical properties.  

 

 

 
Figure 22 Network elastic modulus as a function of square of density for one of the ANs. 

 

 

3.2.2 Comparison of the simulation results with the experiments 

In Figure 23, the stress-strain curves of compression simulations for the RPN 

and the ANs are displayed together with the results from the experiments. 

The artificial networks in this section were density-matched AN4 and AN5. 

The stress-strain curve of the experiments reveals an essentially linear 

increase of stress with compression without a plateau region, followed by a 
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regime of strain-stiffening for −𝜖 > 0.6 (𝜖 is the normal strain in the Z-direction 

with 𝜖 < 0 for compression). The stress-strain curves of the ANs reveal initial, 

relatively high stiffness followed by an intermediate plateau and finally a 

regime of strain-stiffening for −𝜖  > 0.6. The 5,000- and 40,000-node ANs 

exhibit similar mechanical responses, except the smaller of them is stiffer in 

the strain-stiffening regime at high compressions (−𝜖 > 0.6). The equal initial 

stiffness with a subsequent deviation of the stress-strain curves of two AN 

sizes at higher compressions may represent a change in the mechanisms of 

densification that requires further investigations. The stress of the RPN 

deviates from those of ANs up to about 20% compression, after which it falls 

within the range of the 40,000-node AN curves. An obvious distinction 

between RPN and AN, however, is that the slope of the curve of the RPN 

changes abruptly by the progress of the compression, the reason for which 

could be due to the inherited structural non-uniformity.  

 

 
Figure 23 Compression behavior of the simulated AN and RPN together with the experiment.  

  

Figure 24a represents the Z-component of the strain field of the 3DFN at an 

early stage of compression measured with GOM correlate software (Precise 

Industrial 3D Metrology, Germany). As can be seen, the deformation is not 

uniform across the Z-direction of the network, which is an indicator of the 

through-thickness density variation and fiber orientation within the network. 

Figure 24b displays an isometric projection of the 3D strain field calculated 

for the RPN. It was acquired by collecting the displacements from the nodes 

and mapping them onto a 2D grid with subsequent derivation with respect to 
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the Z-coordinate. This strain field of the simulated RPN compression exhibits 

a qualitatively similar pattern to that of the 3DFN. A prominent feature of the 

strain fields of the 3DFN and RPN is high local compressive strain at some 

middle layer extending almost across the width of the sample. Figure 24c 

shows the strain field of one of the simulated ANs. The strain field in Figure 

24c is distinctively different from that of Figure 24b, presumably due to its 

uniform structure ensured by the random nature of the reconstruction 

procedure.  

 

 
Figure 24 Strain field of the fiber network under compression at early compression stages: a) 3 mm 

thick slice of 3DFN (−𝜖 = 0.015); b) simulated RPN (−𝜖 = 0.016); c) simulated AN (−𝜖 = 0.017). 

 

By observing the simulation processes of the RPN and ANs, it is possible to 

identify the localization of the compression. Strain localization might be 

related to the local density variation of the network and also to the non-

uniform fiber orientation. For the RPN, this localization occurs at the top of 

the sample, similar to the slice of the 3DFN. For the AN, however, the 

localization occurs at a random position in the sample. Due to the randomly 

uniform structure of the AN, the locus of the strain localization will differ 

among statistical network realizations.  

In Figure 25, the packing densities of the AN and RPN along the Z-direction 

is plotted. To plot this figure, for each network the total volume of the 

filaments confined in horizontal sections along the Z-direction of the network 

is divided by its corresponding domain volume. We use the packing density 

variation as a criterion for the local density variation. As can be seen, the 

packing densities of two networks have some similarities. Moreover, the 

strain localization patterns of Figure 24b and Figure 24c might weakly 

correspond to the graphs in Figure 25, which means the strain localizations 
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do not necessarily take place at the local domains with the lowest densities. 

This implies that the fiber orientation might have a dominant impact.   

 

 
Figure 25 Density variation along the Z-direction for AN and RPN. 

 

The stress-strain curves of the RPN and AN deviate from each other at the 

early stage of compression. The slope of the stress-strain curve of the RPN 

varies as the compression progresses. Both of these could be explained by 

considering the combined effect of local density and orientation variation. At 

the early stage of the compression, the slope of the stress-strain curve of the 

RPN and that of the experiment are relatively similar, although the RPN 

represents finite stiffness. For −𝜖 > 0.15,  the stress predicted for the RPN 

exceeds that of the experiments, which is probably due to other dominant 

factors, for example, the assumption of rigid bonds in the RPN and circular 

cross section, as well as the errors introduced via density matching.  

 

3.3 Simulation of the orientation behavior of a rod-like 

particle in sheared flows 
In this part, the results from the simulation of the orientation behavior of a 

single rod-like particle in a steady-state channel flow are presented. At steady 
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state, no 360-degree rotation of the particles was observed. However, particles 

rotate clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) from the right angle to a 

minimum angle. Here, the oscillation period is defined as the total time for 

the CW and CCW sweeps of angles about the right angle. In Figure 26a and b, 

the change of orientation as a function of dimensionless time (𝛾𝑡) is plotted 

for a couple of simulations. In Figure 26a, a schematic trace of a particle 

reveals the change of orientation. Evidently, the particles at different 

simulations experienced different transition states depending on their own 

system variables.  

 

 
Figure 26 Particle orientation is plotted as a function of dimensionless time. 
 

In Figure 27, the oscillation periods of the simulations are plotted as a function 

of the shear rate together with Jeffery’s period of rotation (Eq. 3). The obtained 

oscillation periods correlate fairly well with Jeffery’s period of rotation, 

although in this study, no full rotation of particle was observed, and there 

exist a considerable inertial effect.  
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Figure 27 Time of oscillation/rotation as a function of shear rate. Jeffery’s period of rotation is plotted 

for 𝑟𝑝 = 6.5. 

 

To quantify the orientation behavior, Hermans’s orientation parameter (𝑓𝑝) is 

used [66]: 
 

𝑓𝑝 = 2〈cos2 𝜑〉 − 1 (5) 
 

Applied to a single particle, 𝑓𝑝 = 1 means that the particle aligns with the X-

direction, and a particle perpendicular to the X-direction yields 𝑓𝑝 = −1.  

An objective of this study is to try to find a relation between the particle 

orientation and a system parameter. Hence, the following question may arise: 

what would be the common basis for the comparison of the orientation 

behavior between described systems, considering that a comparison of 

Jeffery’s orbit constants is not applicable in 2D? To facilitate the comparison, 

the average of 𝑓𝑝 over the steady-state oscillation period is normalized by the 

time of oscillation. This new parameter is called the normalized orientation 

parameter (𝑓�̅�,𝑁 ). The possibility of using 𝑓�̅�,𝑁  to represent the orientation 

behavior is investigated by applying it to Jeffery’s model—theoretically, 

𝑓�̅�,𝑁 ∝ (𝑟𝑝 + 𝑟𝑝
−1)/𝛾, which is demonstrated in Figure 28a-c. In Figure 28a, 𝑓�̅�,𝑁 

is plotted versus 𝑓𝑝 for various shear rates. Figure 28b shows 𝑓�̅�,𝑁 as a function 

of 𝛾−1, and in Figure 28c, constant 𝑚 of 𝑓�̅�,𝑁 = 𝑚𝛾−1 is plotted as a function of 

the aspect ratio as the particle shape changes from a thin oblate to an 

elongated prolate.  
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Figure 28 a) Normalized orientation parameter as a function of orientation parameter; b) Normalized 

orientation parameter as a function of shear rate for 𝑟𝑝 ∈ [0.01,4] ; c) 𝑚  as a function of 𝑟𝑝 ; the 

calculations are based on Jeffery’s model.  
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The flow parameters considered in the study of the orientation behavior are 

𝛾, 𝑅𝑒, and 𝑅𝑒𝑝. When it comes to choosing variables of the fluid systems, the 

ambition has been to avoid an ordered relation between 𝑅𝑒 and 𝑅𝑒𝑝 (Figure 

29). Hence, the orientation behavior as independent functions of 𝑅𝑒 and 𝑅𝑒𝑝 

may yield different results. A summary of the fluid parameters for each 

simulation together with the calculated orientation parameters is presented in 

Table 5.  

 

 
Figure 29 Shear Reynolds number in relation to flow Reynolds number. 
 
Table 5 Fluid system parameters for the simulations. 

 𝜸 𝑹𝒆 𝑹𝒆𝒑 𝒇𝒑 �̅�𝒑,𝑵 

Sim-1 0.54 340 8.82 -0.5545 -0.00513 

Sim-2 1.56 975 25.28 -0.8844 -0.03845 

Sim-3 2.06 1285 33.30 -0.7287 -0.04554 

Sim-4 1.65 211 26.13 -0.4351 -0.01145 

Sim-5 1.09 341 4.75 -0.8285 -0.01841 

Sim-6 1.10 343 2.59 -0.5876 -0.00805 

Sim-7 4.11 1284 33.28 -0.6956 -0.07729 

Sim-8 0.08 7 0.23 -0.9966 -0.00277 

Sim-9 0.17 14 1.77 -0.9863 -0.00795 

Sim-10 0.87 444 13.73 -0.9162 -0.01550 

Sim-11 0.88 448 3.50 -0.2241 -0.00521 

Sim-12 4.03 10 0.08 -0.9970 -0.11078 
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In Figure 30, 𝑓�̅�,𝑁  is plotted as a function of 1/𝛾  for the current simulation 

results. The data points are fitted (coefficient of determination = 0.896) to a 

curve of the form 𝑓�̅�,𝑁 = 𝑚𝛾𝑛  with 𝑚 = −0.014 . The exponent 𝑛  is -1.352, 

which is slightly different from the corresponding constant value of Jeffery’s 

theory, i.e., 𝑛 = −1 (Figure 28b). Similarly, 𝑓�̅�,𝑁 is plotted as a function of 𝑅𝑒 

and 𝑅𝑒𝑝, displayed in Figure 31a and b respectively. A relation between the 

orientation behavior and the shear rate is evident in Figure 30, whereas Figure 

31a and b do not represent a meaningful correlation between the orientation 

and 𝑅𝑒 and/or 𝑅𝑒𝑝. This may suggest that a relatively strong correlation might 

exist between the shear rate and the orientation behavior, regardless of other 

geometrical and flow parameters. Further studies are needed to provide a 

conclusive remark.  

 

 
Figure 30 Normalized particle orientation as a function of shear rate. 
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Figure 31 Normalized particle orientation as a function of a) flow Reynolds number and b) shear 

Reynolds number. 
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4 Conclusion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Foam forming was used to create the networks of 3D fiber orientation. The 

obtained structures are extremely bulky (about 190 cm3/g). The 3DFN is 

extremely porous and soft but still retains good structural integrity. This 

super-high bulk of the 3DFN and its good structural integrity are a result of 

fairly random 3D fiber orientation, where percolation takes place at a much 

lower density than it does in 2D fiber networks. The nonlinear compression 

stress-strain relationships of the 3DFN are also unique, with the 3DFN 

exhibiting high strain recovery even after extreme compression.  
 

The mechanics of the 3DFN under compression were studied numerically. A 

network model was developed using the statistical data obtained from the 

analysis of the micro-computed tomography images of the 3DFN. Based on 

the network model, artificial networks were generated, and the compression 

responses of these artificially generated networks were then investigated by 

using finite element analysis. The impacts of various network and fiber 

parameters on the compression behavior of the fiber networks were studied. 

The onset of contact between the fibers was determined to be at about 20% 

compression. It was also observed that structural defects in the form of kinks 

does not affect the early and medium stages of compression; however, the 

effect is felt at the last stage of densification. The fiber curvature did not 

change the stress-strain curve appreciably. Friction between the fibers did not 

change the appearances of the stress-strain curves significantly. The bulk 

density of the network is demonstrated to have a significant impact on the 

compression behavior. This may justify the need for density matching when 

the results from the simulation are compared with the experiments. The load 

removal effect was seen in the form of non-reversible phenomena, probably 

due to the rearrangement and entanglement of the fibers, as well as due to the 

plasticity effect in the case of the PM fibers. It is also apparent that the adopted 

simulation procedure is quite flexible for performing simulations under 

various conditions.  
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The comparison of the stress-strain curves of the simulated compression 

behavior of the RPN, the ANs, and the physical experiments indicates that the 

simulation satisfactorily captured the finite-deformation mechanical response 

of the fiber network in compression. However, the simulated ANs revealed 

greater stiffness compared with the simulated RPN and the experiment for a 

given density. The density and orientation variation in the fiber network 

could explain this discrepancy. The investigated fiber parameters, i.e., the 

friction between fibers, fiber curvature and the low dose of kink defects 

studied in this work, did not affect the stiffness of the fiber network, hence, 

they may not be considered as the probable sources of deviation of the 

compression simulation of the artificial networks and the experiments. Effects 

that are neglected in our model, and that may be responsible for the observed 

discrepancy, include the assumption of a circular cross section, the possible 

compliance of the fiber bonds, the higher amount of fiber defects, and the 

existence of a distribution of fiber cross-section properties.  
 

The flow of a single particle in a wall-bounded 2D flow was simulated using 

the ALE algorithm in LS-DYNA to study the orientation of a neutrally buoyant 

single particle. The period of oscillation of the simulated particle flow was 

calculated and compared with the corresponding period of rotation for a 

particle with an identical aspect ratio using Jeffery’s theory. The orientation 

behavior was calculated by using Hermans’s orientation parameter. 

Parameter 𝑓�̅�,𝑁 , i.e., a normalized orientation parameter, was defined to 

represent the orientation behavior in the steady-state flow. The applicability 

of the normalized orientation parameter in quantifying the orientation 

behavior was studied and verified by applying it to Jeffery’s theory. Using 

this parameter, the orientation behavior of the simulations was studied. The 

orientation behavior of the particle in the wall-bounded flow did not 

appreciably correlate with the flow Reynolds number and shear Reynolds 

number. However, it was found that the orientation behavior could be 

described quantitatively as a function of the shear rate. More investigations 

are needed to justify the results, including the application of the simulation 

method to the conditions described in Jeffery’s theory.   
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Nomenclature 

 

2D Two-dimensional 

3D Three-dimensional 

3DFN Three-dimensional fiber network 

ALE Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian algorithm 

AN Artificial network 

BC Boundary condition 

CBF Contact between fibers 

CCW Counterclockwise 

CW Clockwise 

DEM Discrete element method 

DIC Digital image correlation 

DOF Degrees of freedom 

EGG Euclidean graph generation 

EM Linear elastic material 

FEM Finite element method 

FSI Fluid-structure interaction 

NCBF Without contacts between fibers 

NPBC Without constraints on the lateral boundary nodes 

PBC Periodic boundary condition 

PM Bilinear isotropic hardening plasticity material 

RKFF Sheet made by Rapid-Köthen using foam suspension 

RKWF Sheet made by Rapid-Köthen using water suspension 

RPN Reduced physical network 

SDS Sodium dodecyl sulfate 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 

SPN Skeletonized physical network 

TMP Thermo-mechanical pulp 

TSI Tensile stiffness index 

µCT Micro-computed tomography  
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